What is still needed to make focal therapy an accepted segment of standard therapy?
Focal therapy is gaining interest and this organ-preserving treatment is heading towards becoming an alternative for the conventional surgery and radiation. The purpose of this review is to determine what evidence is required to make focal therapy a viable option for treatment of localized prostate cancer. There is still a lack of high-level evidence for the different focal treatment modalities. The early-stage focal therapy trials are conducted including a various selection of patients and different pretreatment assessment and follow-up, resulting in incomparable data. Recent literature shows it is paramount to extend the amount of biopsies and to alter the way of taking the biopsies with the template-assisted or image-guided approach. To date, multiparametric MRI is the most effective imaging technique in selecting patients for focal therapy. Focal therapy trials are at the early stage of clinical development, with the majority still being phase I studies. To make focal therapy an accepted segment of standard therapy, it needs to proceed toward phase II and III trials. These trials should be conducted with an effective trial design, which will lead to more comparable oncological, functional and quality of life outcomes. Furthermore, it is essential to improve the localization of tumor foci in order to increase the accuracy of spatial targeting of cancer.